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Die Tagung fand erstmals unter der Leitung von C. Thomassen

(Lyngby, Qänernark) und B. Taft (Odense, Dänemark) nach vier"

Jahren wieder statt.

Es nahmen 44 Graphentheoretiker aus 44 Ländern teil. Die

neuesten Forschungsergebnisse, über die in 41 Vorträgen

berichtet und diskutiert wurde, stammen aus den Gebieten

Färbungsprobleme, insbesondere das Vierfarbenproblem,

Ramseytheorie, Unendliche Graphen, Zufallsgraphen, Zusammen

hangsp~obl~rne, Extremale Graphentheorie, Darstellungen von

Graphen und Graphennumerierungen. Die Figur zeigt den

kleinsten magischen Graphen (außer K
2
), der also eine

Kantennurnerierung so zuläßt, daß die Summen an den Knoten

alle gleich sind.

In zwei Abendsitzungen wurden offene Probleme vorgestellt

und diskutiert.
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Vortragsauszüge

M. AIGNER:

The 4/3-conjecture

Let G be a cennected graph, and ~(G) its rnean distance.

Winkler's 4/3-conjecture states: p(G) = rninu~v~(G,U)/~(G) ~ 3.

The following results were discussed, extending earlier work.

(1) ~ (G) ~ (n-1 +k) /2k + k/8 (n-1), G k-connected,

(2) p(G) :0 1 + 2/3(k-1)/K + 6/(n-2), G k-connected, k<:2 (thuse

the 4/3-conjecture holds for 3-connected graphs with n~43

vertices), (3) limn+OOsup p(G) = 1, when G has 6(G)~3,

G connected, G transitive. (Joint werk with R. Klirnmek)

B: ALSPACH

(1/2)-transitive graphs

A graph X is'said to be (1/2)-transitive if Aut(X) act~

transitivelyon the vertices and edges of X, but not on the

ares. Same of the recent increa5e in activity on thi5 tapic

will be pre5ented.

L.D. ANDERSEN

Subgraph5 af K 2n subarthagonal to same 1-factorization

A subgraph G of a graph K i5 suborthogonal to a factorization

{F 1 ' . · · , F f } a f Kif IE (G )n E (F i) i ~ 1 fa r 1~ i ~ f. I t i 5 0 r thoga

nal to {F 1 ' • • • , F f } if IE (G )/1 E (F i) I=1 f or 1Si ::;i f .

A graph is independently 2-dominated if it has two non-adja- 4It
cent vertices such that eaeh edge 15 incident with one of

these.

The following theorem then holds:

Let G be a subgraph of K2n with at most 2n-1 edges. Then G

is suberthogonal to sorne 1-factorization of K2n , except if

(a) IE(G) 1=2n-2 and G is~ ..... ,

er;' for n=3, G is :::::: or I> %., or

(b) IE(G) 1=2n-1 and either G is independently 2-dominated,

or G is~ .-.' or G is one of same ~xceptions

for n::4.

·1
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T. ANDREAE

Cartesian products of graphs as spanning subgraphs of

de Bruijn graphs

This is joint work with Michael Nölle and Gerald Schreiber

(TU Harnburg-Harburg). For Cartesian products G=G,X ...XGm
(rn~2) of nontrivial connected graphs Gi and the n-dimensio

nal base B de Bruijn graph D=DB(n), we investigate whether

or not there exists a spanning subgraph of D which is iso

morphie to G. We show that G is never a spanning subgraph of

D when n is greater than three or when n equals three and rn

is greater than two. For n=3 arid m=2, we ean sho~.;i~or wide

classes of graphs that G cannot be a spanning subgraph of D.

In particular these non-existence results irnply that DB(n)

never contains a torus (i.e., the Ca-rtesian product of rn~2

cyeles) as a spanning subgraph when n is greater than two.

For n=2 the situation is much better: We can prove- a suffi

cient conditio~ for a Cartesian product G to be a spanning

subgraph . of D=D
B

(2) ., As ane of the corollaries we obta.in

that a ~orus G=G
1
X ...XGrn is a spanning subgraph of D=DB (2)

provided that IGI=IDI and that the G. are cycles of even
- . 1

length. These results improve same of the results previously

obtained by M.C. Heydemann et al (Proceedings of;,:~he 1992

International Conference on Parallel Processing) and M. Nölle

and G. Schreiber (3. PASA Workshop Bann, 1993). We also apply

our results to obtain embeddings of relatively small dilation

of popular proeessor networks (as tori, meshes and hypereubes)

into de Bruijn graphs of fixed srnall base.

R. BODENDIEK

Labelings of graphs

This talk deals with (a,d)-antirnagic graphs, a,dEN. In the

case of a connected finite graph G=(V,E), Ivl~3, IEI~2, it

is shown that it is possible to determine classes of (a,d)

antimagie graphs by means of applying facts, concepts and

rnethods of nurnber theory. This method is so good that we

show that every tree of even order ~4 cannot be (a,d)-anti-
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magie and that the class of all (a,d)-antimagic paraehutes

P b arising from a wheel W b=l+C b' g~3, b~1, by deletingg, g+ g+
b spokes is infinite. The great advantage of this method is

that it ean be applied to eaeh class of conneeted graphs of

at least 3 vertices and 2 edges.

The concept of (a,d)-antimagic graph is also extended to

infinite graphs. Although relatively little is known it

holds, for instance, that every infinite n-ary tree

T =(V ,E ), n~1, is (n(n+1)/2,n 2 +1)-antimagic. ~
n n n ~

A. BROUWER

Spectrum and connectivity of graphs

Proposition (B&Mesner 1985): A strongly regular graph of

valency d has vertex connectivity K=d.

Proposition (B 1993): The subgraph of a generalized.polygon

consisting of all vertices in general position w.r.t. ('far

away from') a point or line or flag is connected (except

when it is not - the four exceptions are explicitly known) .

Proposition (Alon&B 1993, unpublished): A regular graph of
dvalency d has toughness t~I-2 where A is the maximum of the

absolute values of the eigenvalues other than d.

Conject~re: ~-2 can be replaced by ~-1 (that would be bestA A
possible) .

·w. DEUBER

Circle chromatic number of a ~raph 4It
(Joint with Xuding Zhu) Given a graph (G,w) with weight w o~
the vertiees. The circle chromatie nurnber of G i5 the length

of the shortest eircle such that there exists an assignement

of ares to the vertices of G such that (i) length arc(x)~w(x)

(ii) if {x,y}€E(G) then arc(x)narc(y)=0.- Note that this

model~ the greenlight phases on astreet crossing.

We indicate certain inequalities concerning various chroma

tic numbers and relate them to perfeet graphs of various

kinds.
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R. DIESTEL

The growth of infinite graphs

The growth of infinite graphs has been studied extensively.

for the two extreme cases when the graph is either locally

finite or rayless. The talk explores two definitions of

growth for graphs with rays and vertices of infinite degree,

one due to Halin (lfbounded graphs"; cf. Halin's bounded

graph conjecture), one other to Thomassen ("finitely spread

ing graphsn) ~ The two concepts turn out to be surprisingly

related (as conjectured by Thornassen): Up to a single dis

criminator, they are equivalent.

The proof of this·develops further techniques thä~-were

developed for the recent (1990) proof of the bourided graph

conjecture by Leader and the speaker.

Y. EGAWA

Contractible cycles in graphs with girth at least 5

I will discuss the following result which was con~ectured by

c. Thomassen:

Theorem: Let k~4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected

graph with girth at least 5. Then G contains an induced

cycle C such that G-V(C) is (k-l)-connected.

This Theorem follows from the following proposition.

Proposition: Let k,G be as in the Theorem, and suppose that

each k-contractible edge is contained in a cycle of length 5 •

. Then G contains a~ induced cycle C of length 5 or 6 such

that G-V(C) is (k-l)-connected and IN(x)~V(C) ISl for all

xe.V(G)-V(C) •

P.; ERDÖS

Some of my favourite problems in graph theory

Here I just state a few of the problems I presented in my

talk.

Faber, Lovasz, and I conjectured more than 20 years aga that

the chromatic number of the union of n edge disjoint complete

graphs of order n is n. I offer 500 dollars for a proof or
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disproof. Recently Jeff Kahn proved that the chromatic num

ber is ,n('+o(n)). I gave hirn a consolation price of 100

dollars.

Gallai and I conjectured many years ago that the edges of

any graph of n vertices can be covered by cn cycles and edges.

We easily proved this with cn log n instead of cn.

Gyarfas, Pyber, and I proved that if we color the edges of a

K(n) by r calors then the edges of our K(n) can be covered

cr
2

log r monochrornatic cycles. ~'
Color now the edges of a K(n,n) by r colors. Is it true that"

the edges can be covered by f(r) monochromatic cycles where

f(r) depends only on. r. This problem should be decided!

Gyarfas and I asked: Let f(n) be the srnallest integer for

which ev~ry G(nif(n)) with n vertices and f(n) edges contains

a cycle of size 2r for same r. We think f(n)/n~oo but pretty

slowly. Cle~rly 2r could be replaced by any infinite sequence

u,<u2 <... and the same questian could be asked. The answer

will na doubt very much depend on the sequence u,<u 2 < ••••

A. FRANK

Increasing connectivity of digraphs

Let G=(V,E) be a finite digraph. G is called k-connected if

there are k openly disjoint paths from x to y for every pair

of nodes x,y (k~IVI-1). By Menger's theorem, this is equiva

lent to requiring that Iv-(xvY) I~k for every one-way pair

(X,Y) of subsets af V. «X,Y) is called a one-way pair if

XI01Y, ~Y=0 and there is no edge from X to Y.) ~
The deficiency of a one-~ay pair is defined by Pdef(X,Y)=

k-lv-(xvY) I. We say that two one-way pairs (X,Y) and (X' ,Y')

are independent if at least one of ~X' and YnY' is empty.

Theorem: A directed graph can be made k-connected by adding

at most y newedges if and only if [(Pdef(X,Y): (X,Y)€F)~Y

holds for every family F of pairwise independent one-way

pairs.

This is a joint result with T. Jordan and will appear in J.

Combin. Theory, Ser. B, under the title: Minimal edge-cover

ings of pairs of sets.
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J. GIMBEL

Coloring graphs with bounded genus and girth

(Joint work ~ith c. Thomassen) Suppase X(S~) represents the

largest chromatic number of all triangle-free graphs of
1/3 1/3

genus g. We show c 1g flog g ~ X(S~) ~ c 2 (g/log g)

where cl and c 2 are positive constants. Further, we show

that if k~4 and G is a triangle-free graph of bounded genus,

then we can tell in polynomial time if X(G)~k. Finally, we

show that if G embeds on the double torus and has girth 6

then X(G)~3.

R. HÄGGKVIST

Trees in Dirac graphs

.1. First of all consider the family of n-order gräphs, n odd,

with minimum degree at least (n-l)/2. It is well-known that

P
n

is a subgraph of every such graph. Which additional

spanning subgraphs are unavoidable? Such graphs must be

subgraphs of 2K(n_1)/2+Kl and K(n-1)/2,(n+l)/2. Consequently
they roust be b~partite with almost equal sized parts, i.e.

nearly balanced, and bisectable, i.e. there should exist

a vertex whose removal leaves a graph which ~s a spanning

subgraph of 2K(n-1)/2.

Conjecture 1: Every bisectable nearly balanced tree with

maximum degree at most In is unavoidable.

2. Conjecture 2: The graph consist1ng of two (2k+2)-cycles

joined at a vertex is unavoidable when n=4k+3.

3. Theor~m (Goodall+H): Every large enough graph on 2P-1

vertices, each of degree at least 2P- 1+3p2 r3p/41 +3 contains

a spanning complete binary tree.

Conjecture 3: Every graph with 2P-1 vertices, each of degree

at least 2P-
1 contains a spanning complete binary tree.

Conjecture 4: Every n-order graph with minimum degree at

least n/2+1n contains every n-order tree with maximum degree

at most In.
Conjecture 5: n add. Every n-order Dirac graph contains

every ·bisectable n-order tree with maximum degree at most In.
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R.. HALIN

Minimization problems for infinite n-connected graphs

A graph is called n-minirnizable if it has a spanning subgraph

H which is minimally n-connected (i .. e .. H is n-(vertex) con

nected but loses·this property if any edge is deleted) ..

Several approaches are discussed to get criteria for an

infinite n-connected· graph to be n-minimizable .. The effect

on the n-minimizability is studied if elementary operations

(deleting er adding edges, deleting er adding vertices of ~

finite degree) are applied. It is shown that, if an" n-con

nected graph G.is pasted together fram two n-connected graphs

H, J along a common finite subgraph, then G is n-rninimizable

if and only if Hand J are n-minimizable. Prom this result

the properties are exhibited which a tree-decomposition with

n-minimizable rnembers roust have in order to guarantee that

the ground graph is n-rninimizable. We get a sharpening of a

theorem due to Rüdiger Schmidt saying that every n-connected

rayless graph is n-minimizable.

H. HARBORTH

•sider r+3~n~2r+5 to prove

the existence for n~r+3.

Seme infinite classes and·

same crossing r-regular drawings are presented. Far r~9 the

only missing cases are D(C,O) and D(C
14

) for r=6.

and r=O(2) for n=1(2). For

fixed r it suffices to con-

Drawings of the cycle graph

It is asked for the. existence of crossihg r-regular draw

ings G(G) of the cycle graph Ch , that is, for drawings (two

edges have at most one point in common) where every edge has

exactly r crossings, 0 r~n~3,

A. HUCK

Independent trees

A well-known conjecture states the following: Let G be a

k-connected finite graph (directed or undirected) and let 5
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be a vertex of G. Then there exist k spanning trees Tl'···'

T
k

in G (directed towards 5 if G is directed)-such that for

each vertex x#s, the k paths in T1, ... ,Tk from x to s are

pairwise openly disjoint. - Some results dea~ing with this

conjecture are presented. For instance, the directed version

"i5 disproved for each k~3.

J.P. HUTCHINSON

On three-colouring graph5 ernbedded on surfaces with all

faces even-:-sided

We discuss the following theorem: Let G be embedded on an

orientable surface of genus g>O with all faces hav-ing an

even number of sides. If all noncontractible cycl~s have

length at least 23g
+

5 then G can be 3-coloured. The bound

of 3 colours i5 best possiblei the noncontractible cycle

length is surely not best possiblei the theorem does not

hold for nonorientable surfaces.

w. I!v1RICH

Hamrning graphs and Cartesian products

This talk presents ideas recently introduced by several

authors (Graham, Winkler, Feder, ... ) in the investigation

of Cartesian products of graphs, binary Hamming graphs,

Harnming graphs, median graphs, quasimedian graphs, and

l,-graphs. In particular, three relations (8,T,a) on the

edge set of a graph play ,an important role in claryfying

the interconnection between these classes and in the deve

lopment of efficient algorithms for recognizing them.

F. JAEGER

Cycle double covers: an algebraic point of view

We apply the theory of spin models for link invariants to

connected 4-regular plane graphs. If c(L) denotes the number

of diagonals of such a graph Land D=±2m, we obtain an ex

pression for oC(L) as a normalized partition function of a

spin model on L whose spins are vectors of GF(2)2m and
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whose Ioeal weight funetion is W(X,y)=(-1)Q(X+Y), where Q is

a quadratie form. Then we obtain a sirnilar expression for

the Penrose polynomial of L. Since when L is the medial graph

of a cubic graph G this polynomial for the value k of the

variable counts the k-colored cycle double covers of G, we

obtain a proportionality relation between the number of

2m-colo~ed cycle double covers of G (when m=O or m=3 rnod 4)

and the number of GF(2)2m+1_flows of G where each flow value

has Hamming weight congruent to 2 mod·4. We discuss the pos-.~,

.sibility to generalize this formula in relation with the .-.

Cycle Double Cover conjecture.

H.A. JUNG'

On the circumference of tough graphs

A graph G with minimum degree 6 and toughness t=min( [51/
w(G-S) : S cut set of G)~1 is hamiltenian er has a cycle C

such that ICI~(t+1)o+1-t.

L. LOVASZ

Random walks

The theory of random walks on finite graphs has become very

important in computer science. One'af the main appli~ations

concerns sampling: we want to generate a (say) uniforrnly

distributed random element fram a large finite set. The

method consists of defining an appropriate regular graph on

this set, daing a random walk on this graph, and then stop-

ping after an appropriate number of steps. The last point ~
will be appraximately uniformly distributed.

The crucial issue is to know how long we have to walk. This

is deterrnine~ by the rnixing rate of the walk. One can use

eigenvalue techniques to estirnate this rate, but there are

also purely combinatarial methods.

Recent~y Peter Winkler and the lecturer studied m~re general

stopping rules, where the time of stopping may depend on the

history of the walk. It turns out that such rules give only

a constant speedup, but they provide new ways of estimating

the mixing rate.
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~i. MADER

Degree and loeal eonnectivity in digraphs

It is proved that for every positive integer k there iso an

f(k) such that every finite digraph of minimum outdegree

f(k) contains vertices x,y joined by k openly disjoint paths

fram x to y.

B.O. McKAY

Advances in classical graph Rarnsey theory

The Ramsey number R(s,t) is defined to be the least .positive

integer n such that every n-vertex graph contains~~either a

clique of order 5 or an independent set of order ~. We will

describe some recent advances in methods to determine Ramsey

numbers or improve bounds on them. The most important .new

results are R(4,S)=25 and R(5,5)~49. We also indicate our

reasons for making the conjecture R(S,S)=43.

B. MOHAR

Lacally'planar graphs

Embeddings of graphs in the plane are well·understood. Basic

results are due to whitney and Tutte. Extensions i~ their

results to graphs on other surfaces will be discussed. This

will lead to a notion of locally planar embeddings. Graphs

with such embeddings share many properties with planar graphs.

In particular, they have small chromatic number, spanning

trees with small maximal degree, etc .. Same recent results

of this type will be presented.

H.M. MULDER

Median procedure on graphs

(joint with F.R. McMorris & F.S. Roberts) Let rr=v 1 ,vi' .•• 'v
p

be a sequence of vertices in'a connected graph G=(V,E).

A vertex x is a median of "fT if it minimizes the distance sum

[.P1 d(x,v.). And M(n)={x median of n} is the median set of
.1.= .1.

TI. If V* denotes the set of sequences 9n V, then M:V* ~ 2V

is the median procedure on G. Now M satisfies the following
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simple conditions: (A) M(n)=M(n') for any permutation TI' of

TI (Anonymity), (B) M(u,V)=I(u,v)={xjd(x,u)+d(x,v)=d(u,v)},

the interva! between u and v (Betweenness), (C) M("if ,tJ) =

M(n)nM(p) if M(n)I\M(p)/0 (Consistency). - The problem arises

on which connected graphs G any function L:V* ~ 2
V

satisfy

ing (A), (B), and (C) is precisely the median procedure on

G. One simple example is provided by the complete graphs,

but in general the question is open.

A median graph is a graph in which lM(u,v,w) 1=1 for all u,v,~,

w. Relying on the structure theory for median graphs (deve

loped by HMM), we are ahle to show that L satisfying (A),

(B) ,(Cl on a cube-free median graph is precisely the median

procedure. For arbitrary median graphs we need a rather

technical extra condition.

J. NESETRIL

Generalized colorings

A hornomorphism f fram a graph G into a graph H is also

called H-colaring. We say that a H-co!oring has a bounded

tree width duality if there exists k such that a graph G is

H-colorable iff any graph F of tree width Sk which is

G-co!orable is also H-colorable. - We have the following:

Theorem (Feder, Vardi; Hell, Nesetril, Zhu): If a H-co!oring

has a bounded tree width duality then there exists a poly

nomial algorithm for a H-coloring of a graph. - Theorem (Ne

setril, Zhu): For undirected graphs a H-coloring has a bound-

ed tree width duality iff H is bipartite. ~

H.J. PRöMEL

Counting triangle-free graphs

An important resul t of Erdös, Klei tman, and Rothsc"hild says

that almost every triangle-free graph has chromatic number

2. In this talk we study the asymptotic structure of graphs

in Farb' (K 3 ), l.e., in the class of triangle-free graphsn,rn
on n vertices having m=rn(n) edges. In particular, we" prove

that an analogue to the Erdös-Kleitman-Rothschild result is

true whenever m~cn7/4log n for sorne constant c>O. This can
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be used to derive an asymptotic formula for the number of

triangle-free graphs with so many edges. On the other hand,

it is shown that almost every graph in Farb (R)) has at
n,m 3/2

least chromatic nurnber 3, provided that c 1n<m<c 2n , where

c
1

,c
2

>Q are appropriate constants. (These are joint result$

with Angelika Steger, Bann.)

B. RICHTER

Covering genus-reducing edges with Kuratowski subgraphs

Vollmerhaus and Glover independently conjectured that a
genus-minimal graph G can be covered by subdivis~~ns of K3 ,3

and K S. An exarnple is given of a graph that mini~lly does

not embed in the torus and yet two edges are in no subdivi

sion of either K3 ,3 or KS . However, if the non-orientable

genus of G-e is less than that of G, then e is in.a subdi

vision of"either K3 ,3 or KS .

G. RINGEL

Euler Hamilton connection

Let G be a maximal planar graph with n edges. Then there

exists a labelling of the edges by 1,2, ... ,n such,that any

two con'secutive nurnbers are the label s of tWQ adj-acent edges.

This concept is a substitute (or generalization) of the

existence cf an Euler trail or circuit er a Hamilton cycle

or path. - rndependently, the following theorem were men

tioned: Each maximal planar graph is edge-decomposable into

two trees.

N. ROBERTSON

Branch-width 3 graphs and binary matroids

This includes joint work with Ellis Johnson, Sunil Chopra,

and Jäck Dharmatilake, and is based an Dharmatilake's recent

thesis (O.S.U. 1994). Branch-width is a nation of tree-struc

ture of a graph that readily generalizes to matroids. Branch

width ~2 matroids coincide with series-parallel graphs, but
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branch-width '.3 rnatroids (forming a minor-closed class) have

arieher strueture. There is a natural reduction to 3-con

nection, a summing operation on 8 srnall graphs generates the

class, and there are 4 obstacles (minor-minimal branch-width

~4). A similar analysis," including extensive computer work,

finds 3 summing operations, 16 generating binary rnatroids,

and 10 ebstacles. This latter part is werk in progress.

B. ROTHSCHILD

A canonical Ramsey theorem for unary algebras

(joint with W. Deuber and B. Voigt) We consider unary alge

bras (X",x), where X is a finite set and X:X~X, and X is

ordered (e.g. X={1,2, ... ,n}). The ordering is used to estab

lish orderings of subalgebras. Then we show that: For any

algebras K,L, there is an algebra N so that if the K-subal

gebras of N 'are arbitrarily colored, there is an L-subalge

bra L' so that all its K-subalgebras are colored in a 'cano

nical' way. The canonical patterns are exactly those deter

mined by subalgebras of K. For example, if H is a subalgebra

of K, then two copies of K in L' have the same color exactly

when they overlap in L on Hf where" H occupies the same 'posi

tion' in each K (deterrnined by the ordering) .

G. SABIDUSSI

Homomorphisrns and Cayley graphs

(joint work with Claude Tardif) Inanalysing the ultimate •

independence ratio of a graph G (Hahn, Hell, and Poljak 1993)

an important special case arises when the cartesian square

G
2

has a harnomorphisrn inta G, i. e., G~ G2 , where ~ denotes

hornornorphic'equivalence. A class of such graphs are the

normal Cayley graphs Cay(A,B) (where B is anormalsubset of

the group A), the homornorphisrn G2~G being given by (u,v)~

uv (product in A). Rather surprisingly, this statement has

a kind of converse, which can be described as follows. Call

an autornorphisrn a of G a shift if J(x) is adjacent to x· for

any x€V(G): denote the set of all shifts by SG. Theorem:
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(i) Cay(AutG,SG) is anormal Cayley graph; (ii) if G is a

care (i.e. all its endomorphisms are automorphisms), then

G~ G2 iff G~ cay(AutG,SG). Far arbitrary G we obtain

tha.t G~ G
2

iff G ~ Cay (AutC (G) ,Sc (G) ) , where C (G) is the

core of G in the sense of Hell and Nesetril (1991). The

proof uses a result of Pultr (1970) to the effect that

G ~ G2 iff G is homomorphically equivalent to its endomor

phism graph.

P. SEYMOUR

A Eroof of the four-colour theorem, Part

In 1977, Appel and Haken proved.the four colour theorem,

that every loopless planar graph is 4-vertex-colourable.

Their proof uses a computer,.but in addition even the non

computer part is extrernely difficult to verify. In~joint

work with N. Robertson, D. Sanders, and R. Thomas, we faund

anew computer proof. We use the same approach as Appel and

Haken, hut the details are simpler and more easily checked.

We faund a set of 631 "configurations", and proved (a) none

of them appear in a minimal counterexample, (b) at least one

af them appears in every planar triangulation with suitable

connectivity praperties. Since every minimal counterexample

must possess these connectivity properties, the theorem fol

lows. In this talk we give some details of part (a).

V.. T.SOS

Quasirandom graphs and hereditary resp .. hereditarily

extended properties

(Joint work with M. Simonovits) Quasirandom graphs are

define~ by a class of equivalent graph properties (possessed

also by random graphs). One basic question is which graph

properties P imply randornness or are equivalent to quasiran

domness. Here we investigate properties which da not imply

quasirandamness on their own, but do imply (are equivalent

to) quasirandomness, if they hold not only for the whole

graph Gn but also for every sufficiently large spanned sub-
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graph Hm~Gn. E.g. we have the Theorem: Let Lv be a f~xed

graph on v vertices, NL(G
n

) be the number of not necessarily

induced, labelled copies of Lv contained in Gn . If for a
v v

graph sequence (G
n

) there is a y s.t. (*) NL(Hm)=ym +o(n )

holds for any spanned Hm~Gn then (G
n

) is a quasirandom

sequence of probability p=p(y). As a consequence we get e.g.

that if (*) holds for some Ln then it holds for any other

sample graph L~ with same appropriate constant y(p,L*).

An analogous theorem for the number of induced copies does ~

not hold in general. We also investigate this more complex

problem. We can formulate our results in terms of generalized

random resp. generalized quasirandorn graphs.

M. STIEBITZ

Decomposition and colorings of graphs

At the International Conference on Cornbinatorics held in

Keszthely in July of 1993 the following"question was asked

by N. Sauer: rf the edge set of a graph G can be partitioned

into sets E 1 and E2 such that the connected cornponents of the

subgraph of G induced by E, are stars and the subgraph of G

induced by E2 is a forest, is it true that G is 3-colorable?

We present two general results about colorings, which, in

particular, provides an affirmative solution to Sauer's

problem.

R. THOMAS

A new proof of the Four Color Theorem, Part 2

This is a continuation of Paul Seymour's t~lk. We discuss

our proof that a certain set U of reducible configurations

of size 631 is unavoidable, that is, every internally

6-connected planar triangulation contains a member of U. We

also describe a quadratic algorithrn to four-color planar

graphs. This is joint work with Neil Robertson, Daniel P.

sanders and Paul Seymour.

•
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c. THOMASSEN

List-coloring planar graphs

A graph G is k-choosable if it satisfies the following: If

a list of k-colors is assigned to every· vertex, then it is

possible ta.color the vertices such that each vertex

receives a 'color from its list and neighboring vertices get

different calors. In 1979 Erdös, Rubin and Taylor conjectured

that every planar graph 1s 5-choosable. We present a short

proef of this conjecture. The method extends to the follow

ing: Every planar graph of girth 5 is 3-choosable. This

'immediately implies Grötzsch's theorem that every planar

graph with no triangle is 3-choosable. Finally, for every

fixed surface S there exists a natural number m such that

every graph on S with edge-width at least m is 6-choosable.

The results are best possible except that "6-choosable ll may

be replaced by uS-choosable" in the last res"ult.

B. TOFT

Choosability' versus chromaticity

The starting point of my lecture was the following string of

weIl known inequalities: X(G)~ch(G)~col(G)~Mad(G)+1~6(G)+1.

X is the chromatic number, eh the choice number (or list-

chromatic number), col the colouring number., Mad the maximum

average degree in a subgraph, and 6· the maximum degree.

These five graph constants are all different. The first two

are defined in terms of colourings, the last three in terms

of degrees. Moreover, X and eh behave similarly w.r.t. com

plexity, ~rdös-deBruijn, Braoks and surfaces (only for the

sphere the maximum X differs from the maximum eh). However,

a theorem of Noga Alen (Proe. Brit. Comb. Canf. 1993) indi

eates that eh behaves more like col than like x. In partieu

lar, ch(Gi)~oo if and only if col(Gi)~~. For example, all

d-regular graphs have large eh for d large. This implies

that ch(P) =00, where P is the unit-distance graph of the

plane. It is unknown if ch(P) is countable.
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H. TVERBERG

On a new approach to the Erdös-Faber-Lovasz problem

Let the edge set of a graph G be the disjoint union of sets,

each of which forms the edge set of an n-clique. Then the

E.-F.-L problem consists in proving that X(G)=n. This prob

lem seems hard although Jeff Kahn has proved that X(n)=

n(1+o(1)). The purpose of the talk is to show the relation

of the problem to the following geometrie fact (proved by

196 f ., Rd
H.T. in· 4): Let S be a set 0 (r-l) (d+l)+l po~nts 1.n .

Then it is possible to split S as S,Vs
2
V •••VSr , so that

conv sln .. ~eonv Sr # ,. We will also sketch Sarkasia/Onh's

recent proof of the geometrie theorem.

H.-J. VOSS

Many short cycles in graphs

Only undirected graphs are to be considered. The results

presented here are based on a cornmon research work with

A. Brandstädt, Duisburg. One of four results is:

1. Every cubic graph of order n contains ~n/(8 log n) ver

tex-disjoint cycles of lengths ~8 log n. - Related results

have been obtained for the class of all graphs which have

only vertices of valencies in the interval [3,ßJ, where 6~3

1s a given integer. The complete bipartite graph K 3 ,n-3 shows

that the upper bound 6 cannot be dropped. - If cycles of

lengths ~4 are excluded then similar bounds can again be ob

tained which do not depend on the maximum degree of the

graph. So it holds:

2. Every graph of order n with minimum degree ~3 and girth

~7 contains ~(/Ln)/(8 log n) vertex-disjoint cycles of

lengths ~12 log n.

3. Every graph of order n with minimum degree ~4 and girth

~5 contains ~(.~)/(8 log n) vertex-disjoint cycles of

lengths ~8 log n.

Sirnilar results have been proved with respect to many ver

tex-disjoint subgraphs U
i

of given cyclomatic number z.
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D.H. YOUNGER

The Birkhoff-Lewis equations

In 1946, G.D. Birkhoff and D.C. Lewis described a system of

linear equations which relates two types of chrornatic poly

nomials - constrained and free - for a planar map bounded

by a disc. In 1988, Tutte gave a reformulation of these

equations in terms of the planar partitions of an apstract

ring of n vertices. In the Tutte system, the coefficient

matrix A has p,Qth entry equal to AlpvQI, where UVIl denotes

the join, and P and Q run over all (2n)/(n+1) planar parti-
n

tions of an n-ring. This paper describes how to diagonalize

matrix A. Specifically, we describe the entries of a matrix

Hand of a diagonal matrix D such that HTAH=D. Even though

A 15 symmetrie and real, the matrix H described here is not

orthogonal - Ht is not its inverse. Thi5 1s joint work with

Ricardo Dohab, who received his Ph.D. for this project.

Tuttels theory for det A is apart of the proof of correct

ness of the formula for the entrie5 in H.

Ungelöste Probleme

J.A. BONDY, R. HÄGGKVIST
·'k';.

Let G be a 2k-regular simple graph on n vertices.

Conjecture 1. G has a 2-factorization consisting of at most

(kn)/(2k+1) circuits.

Conjecture 2. G has a 2-factor consisting of at most

n/(2k+1) circuits.

Conjecture 3. G has a 2-factor which contains a circuit of

length at least 2k+1.

Conjecture 4. If k= 10 10, G has a 2-factor which contains a

circuit of length at least five.

Remarks: (a) Conjecture 1 => Conjecture 2 ~ Conjecture 3 =7"

Conjecture 4. (b) Conjecture 1 also implies Haj6s ' Conjec

ture, that every even simple graph on n vertices admits a

decomposition into at most (n-1)/2 circuits, in the case of

regular graphs.
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Y. EGAWA

Conjecture (K. Ando): If G is a 3-connected, Kl,3-free graph

of order n, then for any given partition n=n,+ ... +nk of n

into positive integers n
1

, ••• ,n
k

, there exists a direct-sum

decomposition V(G)=V1V ...~Vk of V(G) into subsets V l '··.'Vk
such that for each 1~i~k, Iv. I=n. and the subgraph induced .

~ ~

by Vi is connected.

P. ERDöS ~
1) Let f(n) be the largest integer for which one can find

n points x" ... ,xn inthe plane for which for every xi there

are ,f(n) other points equidistant from xi. Is it true that

f(n)~nc for some c>O. If such a c does not exist then xl' ... ,

x determine at least n'-o(l), distinct distances, in fact,
n

there is an x. for which the n~mber of distinct distances
~ '-0 (,)

from xi is >n/f(n»n .

2) I once asked: Color the edges of K{7) by three calors so

that every color has 7 edges. Prove that it can not happen

that every triangle has exactly two colors. Alsbach proved

this. Vera Sos and Simonovits have a lang paper on this

subject (Cornbinatarica, Val. 3 or 4).

3) A family of sets {Ai} is said to have property B (ar is

2-chromatic) if there is a set S which meets every Ai and

contains none of thern. - Assume IA. I=n, f(n) is the smallest
~

set which does not have property B. f(3)=7, f(4) is unknown,
. n 1/3 2 n

19~f(4)~23. - c,2 n <f(n)<c
2

n 2 . The upper bound is due

to me, the lower to Beck. - Now assume A.CS, ISI=m. f(nim) •
~ 2m

is the smallest three chromatic family of sets. f(ni2m)=( n).

As m increases I am sure f(nim) drops for a lang time, and

the minimum is reached perhaps around m=cn 2 .

A. FRANK, T. JORDAN

1. Let G=(V,E) be a k-connected, k-regular graph for which

lvi is even and Ivl~2k+2. Then there ~xists a perfect match

ing M (in 'the complement of G) so that G+M is (k+l)-con

nected! (Jordan proved this for k=3. For odd k, if Ivl=2k,

the statement is not true: take Kk,k' the complete bipartite

graph. )
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2. (Robert Connelly) Let G be a 3-connected graph which is

the union of two spanning trees. Then G can be built up fram

K
4

by a sequence of the following operations: (a) Pick up

an edge e=uv, (b) subdivide e by a new vertex z, (c) connect

z to an existing vertex different fram u and v.

R. HÄGGKVIST

Recall that every graph G has a weIl defined closure, c(G),

obtained by recursively joining pairs of nonadjacent verti

ces with degree surn at least IV(G) I by an edge.

Canj ecture: Every graph on 4k vertices, each C?f deg"ree. at

least 2k admits a partition of its vertex set ini6 two

2k-sets, both of which induce a graph with compl~te closure.

H. HARBORTH

Does there exist a drawing of the complete graph Kn in the

plane (two edges have at most one point in common) which has

(~) crossings (that is, the maximum) such that no edge or

at most one edge is without crossings?

Can every planar graph be realized in the plane such that

all edges are straight line segments of integer length?

A. RUCK

Let G be a cubic graph. Fer each spanning Eulerian subgraph

H of G (not necessarily connected), we define: w (G,H)·=number

of components of H with an odd.number of vertices. w(G)=

min{w(G,H); H spanning Eulerian subgraph of G} is called the

oddness of G. Conjecture: If V(G) can be partitioned into

n disjoint paths then w(G)~2n. (This is proved for n=l.)

J. HUTCHINSON

What i5 the maximum possible chrornatic number of rectangle

visibility graphs? A rectangle-visibility graph is one

who5e vertices can be represented each by a closed rectangle

in the plane with sides parallel to the axes, with interior

disjoint frorn every other rectangle, and with two vertices

adjacent if and only if there is an unobstructed horizontal
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or vertical bamd of positive width joining one rectangle
to the other.

F. JAEGER'

Let G be a cubic cyclically 4-edge-connected graph.
Conjecture 1 (F.J., Boca Raton 1974): There exists a parti
tion {A,B} of V(G) such that both induced subgraphs GA' GBare trees. - Conjecture 2 (Peter Ungar, Graph Theory and
Related Topics, 1977): There exists a partition of E(G) into~
two trees. - The two conjectures are easily seen to be equi
valent and are true for planar graphs by a result of ~hit-

ney which asserts that the dual graph is Hamiltonian.

W. MADER

Conjecture: Every finite simple undirected graph of minimum
degree 3n-4 contains an n-connected subgraph, and this mini
mum degree 'is best possible. - Proved for all n~7.

B. MOHAR

Suppose that a graph G can be written as a union of two
edge-disjoint spanning trees. Prove that the line·graph of
G is Hamiltonian.
Carsten Thomassen has pointed out that a proof of his con
jecture that the line graph of every 4-edge-connected graph
is Hamiltonian only uses 'the fact that such graphs have two
disjoint spanning trees. That proof thus also solves the
above problem. ~

C. NASH-WILLIAMS
Let G be a locally finite connected infinite graph. Let L 1 ,
L

2
, ... be an infinite sequence of disjoint finite subsets of

E(G). - Let r denote an infinite sequence r
1 ,r2 , ..• of inte-

gers such that O~r.SI·L.1 for i=1,2, .... We define an i-set~ ~ -----to be .. a set S=S 1\) S2v'· •. such that S iC;L
i and ISi I=r i for

i=1,2, .... We shall say that r is bad if G-S is disconnect
ed for every r-set. We shall say that r is just-bad if r is
bad and there exists an ?-set S such that the number of com-
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ponents of G-S is finite. Ne shall say that r dominates a

sequence r;,r2, ... if ri~ri for i~1,2, .... - Must every bad

sequence dominate some just-bad sequence? In the event of the

answer being negative, would it become affirmative if we made

the additional hypothesis that the sets X"X 2 ' •.. are"dis

joint, where Xi is the set of these vertiees whieh are inci

dent with at least one element ef Li.

B. RICHTER

1. Let r be a family of simple closed curves" such that if

e,e'cf, then C~C'~~. Suppose further that no three meet at

a single point. Let f(n)=min E Ic~c' I. whatJis f(n)?
Irl=n e,e' r

C~C'

Known: ~ ~ 11m f(n)/(~) ~ 2 and the li~it exists.
n~oo

2. Let G be a graph embedded in a surfaee L, which is not

the sphere. The representativity of G is min{ lynGI:y is a

noneontractible simple closed curve-in [}. Show: If p~3 and

F,F' are faees of G, then exists a cycle C in G bounding a

dise ~ ~uch that FVF'~~ ?

G. RINGEL

Let G be a graph with· n edges. And let be given a$labelling

of the edges by 1,2, ... ,n. We define the valence of a vertex

P as the sum of the labels of the edges incident with P.

G is called magie (resp. antimagie) if there exists a label

ling where all vertices have the same (resp. distinct)

valence. - Conjecture: Each connected graph IK 2 is ant~magic.

N. ROBERTSON

Suppose (G,S) is an ernbedding of a graph G on a homotopi

cally nontrivial surface S. We say (G,S) is k-representative

if every nontrivial circuit C in S meets G in at least k

points. It is proved in [1J that given an ernbedding (H,S),

there exists an integer f(H,S) such that any f(H,S)~repre

sentative embedding (G,S) includes (H,S) as a rnonor.. Surface

minors are formed by deleting edges, contracting non-loop
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edges of G and taking a hom~omorphism of S. The bound f(H,S)

fram \1 I is far fram best possible and it is a serious

research problem to bring it to the correct order of magni

tude, both in the general case and for specific instances.

Let n be an integer (n>7) and let (Gi,T
i

) be non-represen

tative embeddings on the torus; for 1=1,2, ... ,g with disjoint

large faces Ai,B i in (Gi,T i ). Identify in order n-2 vertices

of Gi on Bi with n-2 vertices of Ai + 1 , for 1=1,2, ... ,g-1 to

obtain an embedding (G,Sg) of a graph G on the surface of ~

genus g. This embedding can be (n-2)-representative, but the

complete graph K
n

cannot be a minor of G. We may conjecture

that if K
n

embeds on a surface S, and (G,S) is (n-1)-repre

sentative, then (Kn,S) is a minor of (G,S). Even any linear

bound would be of interest here. More generally, if H is a

simple graph embedded on Sand (G,S) is an embedding that is

(IV(H) 1-1)-representative, it may be conjectured that (H,S)

is a minor of (G,S).

A problem of David Barnette, for triangulations, and inde

pendently of Xiacya Zha for general embeddings asks if any

3-representative ernbedding (G,S) on a surface of orientable

or unorientable genus at least 2 always contains a non tri

vial separating circuit C for Si i.e., C~G and S-G has two

nontrivial components. The most recent results on this prob

lem appear in the very clear paper 12] of Zhao and Zha.

It was conjectured by Scott Randby, in his thesis at Ohio

State University (1991), that any 4-connected graph G with

a 4-representative embedding (G,S) necessarily contains a ~
topological K5 . This conjecture is true and best possible

for the torus, with KS,S-MS having a 4-representative em

beddinq but not containing KS topologically~ Here KS,S-M S 1s

the complete bipartite graph KS,S with a 5-matching MS dele

ted. Randby's upper bound in general is at the 8-represen

tative level.

References:

11 I N. Robertson and P.D. Seymour, Graph Minors. VII. Disjoint

paths on a surface, J. Cornbinatorial Theory, Ser. B, 48

(1990) 212-254.
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121 Xiacya Zha and Yue Zhao, On non-null separating circuits

in embedded graphs, Contemporary Mathematics, Vol. 147

(1993) 349-362.

B. TOFT

Let G be abipartite graph with bipartition (A,B). Suppose

that all vertices in A have the same degree dA and all ver

tices in B the same degree dB. Does G have an edge-colouring

with colours 1,2,3, ... such that for all vertices X of G the

colours of the edges at X form an interval? The case dA=2

and d B=2k with colours 1,2, ... ,2k is equivalent to Petersen's

theorem that any 2k-regular graph i5 2-factorizabl~~ The

case dA=2 and da=5 has been settled recently and the case

dA=2 and da odd is likely to follow similarly. Thus the first

open case is dA=3 and d
B

=4.

Berichterstatter: H. Harborth
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